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1 Introduction
In this work, we develop an extended directed technological change model with R&D driven growth,
complementarities between intermediate goods in production, and internal costly investment, in order to
study the growth rate, technological-knowledge bias, industrial structure and intra-country skill premium
behaviour.
Our baseline closed economy model builds on the original framework of Acemoglu and Zilibotti (2001)
extended by the introduction of physical capital and: (i ) vertical dierentiation following Aghion and
Howitt (1992), (ii ) Hayashi's (1982) internal investment costs in both physical capital and R&D and (iii )
complementarities between intermediate goods used in the production of nal goods, as in Evans et al.
(1998). In particular, the model assumes that nal goods are produced through a combination of labour
and quality-adjusted complementary intermediate goods and that two distinct production technologies,
skilled and unskilled, are available. Then, to produce each nal good, rms can employ either skilled labour
and skilled-specic intermediate goods or unskilled labour and unskilled-specic intermediate goods.
The perfectly competitive nal goods can then be used in consumption, production of intermediate
goods or R&D. On their turn, intermediate good rms produce under monopolistic competition, using
physical capital and choosing between investing into either vertical or horizontal R&D. That is, we model
aggregate economic growth as occurring both along an extensive (horizontal R&D) and an intensive
(vertical R&D) margin, i.e. both through expanding variety and increasing quality of intermediate goods,
and we relate horizontal R&D to industrial structure and show that vertical R&D is the ultimate engine of
growth. Given that a larger number of product lines (horizontal innovation) puts pressure on economy's
resources due to the existence of positive xed and recurrent operating costs, while greater productivity of
existing product lines (vertical innovation) does not, we believe that using the two dimensions of technology
(e.g., as in Howitt, 1999; Segerstrom, 2000; Peretto and Connolly, 2007) allows us to attain a more
comprehensive reection of the endogenous economic growth mechanism. We also assume that temporary
monopoly position generates higher prots for the currently innovating rm, this Schumpeterian approach
enabling us to endogenize economic processes designated as the causes of modern economic development
and recurring structural change (e.g. Howitt, 1999; François and Lloyd-Ellis, 2009).
Our decision to introduce the assumption of costly investment is motivated by the argument that
growth models should consider investments as a decision variable of the rm, implying that rms undergo expenses associated to investments both in capital accumulation and R&D, as part of total capital
investments (Benavie et al., 1996; Romer, 1996; Anagnostopoulou, 2008). The addition of this specic
element enables us to analyse skill-biased technological development in an environment of internal capital
investment costs, which include R&D expenses.
In order to reect another relevant feature of modern industrialized economies in our baseline model,
we introduce the element of complementarity between intermediate goods in nal goods production. This
assumption is primarily motivated by the argument that complementarities should be an essential feature
in explaining economic growth, business cycles and underdevelopment (Matsuyama, 1995). We incorporate
the important idea that an increase in the number of complementary goods leads to an increase in the
production of a capital good, and that an increase in the production of a specic intermediate good raises
the demand for its complementary intermediate goods. Introducing this specic element into the model
contributes to enriching our analysis on the skill-biased technological development and economic growth.
Within the proposed framework, we analyze the eects of internal costly investment and complemen2

tarity degree on the economy's steady-state growth rate, technological-knowledge bias, and skill premium.
Additionally, we also examine the same eects on industrial structure, measured by the number of intermediate good varieties for each technology type. We nd that both elements = costly investment
and complementarity = aect the economy's growth rate, the complementarity degree alone inuences
technological-knowledge bias through the price channel, while neither one of the two elements aects
the skill premium and industrial structure in equilibrium. We consider that the absence of an explicit
impact of costly investment and complementarity on the equilibrium skill premium results from their
incorporated equitable eects on both available technologies, and consequently on the derived skilled and
unskilled labour prices, thus canceling out in the relative factor price calculation.
We also examine the impact of an increase in the skilled-labour endowment on the key equilibrium
variables of the model and, additionally, on industrial structure. We perform this analysis due to the
increased importance of skilled labour in most developed (and developing) economies, and also because
of the key role that this issue has played in the Skill Biased Technological Change (SBTC ) literature.
We nd that an increase in the relative labour supply positively aects the economy's growth rate,
technological-knowledge bias and industrial structure. As regards the skill premium, the relative labour
supply variations have no explicit impact on its equilibrium value. We show that this is due in particular
to our production function characteristics (namely, a constant elasticity of substitution between factors
equal to 2) exactly osetting the initial supply and the market-size and price-channel eects, which leaves
the equilibrium skill premium being determined solely by the absolute productivities ratio. Intuitively,
if technological development induced by changes in the relative supply of skills, i.e. SBTC, leads to an
increase in the productivity of labour favoured by technological development (in particular skilled labour),
this result suggests that the persisting increase in the wage inequality between skilled and unskilled workers
observed in several developed countries throughout the past 30 years may have been due to such increases
in the productive advantage of skilled workers.
The remainder of this work is organised as follows. After the Introduction, Section 2 sets up the
model specifying the role of internal costly investment and complementarity degree, and presents the
main results focusing on consumers, nal-goods and intermediate-goods sectors, and R&D decisions. In
Section 3 the steady-state equilibrium is dened and discussed. Section 4 provides a comparative analysis
of the steady-state eects of costly investment, complementarity degree, and relative labour endowment.
Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Model specications
2.1 Consumers
The economy consists of L + H identical and innitely-lived households and has a zero population growth.
Indexed with a ∈ [0, 1] depending on their ability level, households consume nal goods, own rms and
supply unskilled or skilled labour, which we denote by L (indexed by a ≤ a) and H (indexed by a > a)
respectively. The amount of both types of labour supplied to the economy is xed, implying L + H = 1,
´
´
with L = 0a La da and H = a1 Ha da. All households have identical preferences and in each period t
they decide on the division of their income (from wages and interest) between consumption and saving,
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maximizing lifetime utility:

ˆ∞
e−ρt ·

maxU (t) =

Ca (t)(1−σ) − 1
dt
1−σ

0

subject to their budget constraint:
E˙a (t) = r(t)Ea (t) + Wm (t)ma (t) − Ca (t)

(with m = L if a ≤ a and m = H if a > a ), and the transversality condition:
lim Ea (t)e−ρt = 0

t→∞

where σ is the relative risk aversion coecient,1 ρ is the subjective discount rate, Ca (t) is the consumption
of the representative household a at time t and E˙a (t) is the change in the asset stock, Ea (t), given
by the dierence between income from interest and wages, r(t)Ea (t) and Wm (t)ma (t) respectively, and
consumption.
The optimal consumption path (independent from a) is the standard Euler equation:
˙
Ca˙(t)
C(t)
r(t) − ρ
=
=
Ca (t)
C(t)
σ

(1)

Equation (1) implies that in a balanced-growth path (BGP) the interest rate, r(t), must be constant.

2.2 Final-Goods Sector
Building on Acemoglu and Zilibotti (2001) and Afonso (2006), we assume that the composite nal good, Y ,
is produced by competitive nal-good rms continuously indexed by n ∈ [0, 1]. Firms produce employing
a combination of labour and intermediate goods, using one of the two substitute production technologies
available. In particular, rms can either use unskilled labour, L, and a continuum of L-specic intermediate
goods indexed by jL ∈ [0, AL (t)], or skilled labour, H , and a continuum of H -specic intermediate goods
indexed by jH ∈ [0, AH (t)]. Thus, each set of intermediate goods only combines with its corresponding
type of labour, and each rm produces with one production technology exclusively, which we denote by
L- and H -technology respectively. Also, following Evans et al. (1998), we assume that intermediate goods
enter complementarily the production function, which for a representative rm n is given by:

Y (n, t) = ((1 − n)lL(n))

(1−α)

φ

AˆL (t)


λγkL (jL ,t) · xL (n, jL , t)γ djL  +



0


+ (nhH(n))

(1−α)

φ

AˆH (t)


λγkH (jH ,t) · xH (n, jH , t)γ djH 




(2)

0

where xm (n, jm , t) represents the quantity of the intermediate good jm , m = L, H , and variables H(n)
and L(n) denote the amount of skilled and unskilled labour used to produce the nal good n at time
1 Determining the willingness to shift consumption between periods, a smaller σ indicates that marginal utility is slowly
decreasing in Ca (t), implying thus a higher degree of consumption variation over time.
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t; variables AH (t) and AL (t) represent the measure of variety of H - and L-specic intermediate goods

available at time t; λ > 1 reects the improvement in the quality of an intermediate good j brought in
by successful vertical innovation, and k indicates both the number of quality improvements and the top
quality rung at time t; h > l ≥ 1 reects the absolute productivity advantage of skilled over unskilled
labour, while the terms n and (1 − n) reect the relative productivity advantage of each labour type,
implying that skilled labour is relatively more productive for manufacturing nal goods indexed by larger
ns and vice versa; and the terms (1 − α) and α = γφ denote the share of labour and intermediate goods
in production (the integral terms summing up the contribution of intermediate goods to the nal-goods
production). The terms n and (1−n) also imply that at each time t there exists an endogenous threshold n,
at which switching from one production technology to another becomes advantageous, and consequently,
each nal good n is produced with one technology = H or L = exclusively. Parameter φ > 1 reects our
assumption of complementarity between intermediate goods used in production, implying that an increase
in the quantity of one intermediate good increases the marginal productivity of the other intermediate
goods. Restriction α = γφ is imposed to ensure constant returns to scale (with 0 < α < 1).
´
Normalizing the price of the composite nal good n, P (n, t), to 1 in each t such that exp 01 ln P (n)dn =
1, the economy's aggregate output at time t, Y (t), is given by the integral over the n nal goods:
ˆ1

ˆ1
P (n, t) · Y (n, t)dn = exp

Y (t) =
0

(3)

ln Y (n, t)dn
0

Operating in a perfect competition environment, each nal good rm n seeks to maximize its prots
at time t, taking as given the prices of the complementary intermediate goods j and the wages of skilled
or unskilled labour employed in production:
max

π(n, t) = P (n, t) · Y (n, t) − WL (t)L(n) − WH (t)H(n)−

xm (n,jm ,t)
AˆL (t)

−

AˆH (t)

pL (jL , t) · xL (n, jL , t)djL −
0

pH (jH , t) · xH (n, jH , t)djH
0

where Y (n, t) is given by (2), pm (jm , t) denotes the price of the m -type complementary intermediate
good jm , and Wm (t) is the wage paid for each unit of m−type labour. Note that, since each nal-good
rm produces exclusively with one type of technology, prots at each t are maximized with respect to
xm (n, jm , t). Then, from the rst order conditions (FOCs) of each nal-producer type's maximization
problem, we can derive the inverse demand functions for L- and H -specic intermediate goods used in
nal goods production:
´
(φ−1)
A (t)
αλγkL (jL ,t) xL (n, jL , t)(γ−1) 0 L λγkL (jL ,t) · xL (n, jL , t)γ djL
´
(φ−1)
A (t)
(1−α)
pH (jH , t) = P (n, t) (nhH(n))
αλγkH (jH ,t) xH (n, jH , t)(γ−1) 0 H λγkH (jH ,t) · xH (n, jH , t)γ djH

pL (jL , t) = P (n, t) ((1 − n)lL(n))

(1−α)

´ AL (t)

´ AH (t)

(4)

Solving expressions (4) for 0
λ
· xL (n, jL , t) djL and 0
λ
· xH (n, jH , t) djH
respectively, and substituting in equation (2), the economy's aggregate output can be re-written as:
γkL (jL ,t)

γ
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γkH (jH ,t)

γ


Y (n, t) =

αP (n, t)
pm (jm , t)

α
 1−α
i
h
· (1 − n)lL(n) · QL (t)(ε+1) + nhH(n) · QH (t)(ε+1)

(5)

where, as we will further show, pL (jL , t) and pH (jH , t) are equal,2 thus allowing us to place it in front
φ−1
of the brackets; the term ε ≡ 1−α
in (5) is a positive constant reecting the eect of complementarity
degree between intermediate goods on nal goods production; and QH (t) and QL (t) are aggregate quality
indexes denoting the technological-knowledge stock accumulated in t for the H - and L-technology group
respectively, being dened by:
Aˆm (t)



Qm (t) ≡

λkm (jm ,t)

γ
 1−γ

djm , m = L, H

(6)

0

2.3 Intermediate-Goods Sector and Internal Costly Investment
The intermediate-goods sector fosters the production of specialized intermediate goods and the R&D activity, horizontal and vertical, meaning that intermediate-good rms both produce intermediate goods to
supply the nal-goods sector and decide on the amount of R&D investments. Operating under monopolistic competition, intermediate-good rms use both physical and R&D capital in their productive activity.
That is, the production of intermediate goods requires the use of physical machines corresponding to each
type of intermediate goods previously invented through R&D (with one of the same technologies available
for the production of nal and intermediate goods, i.e. H- or L-technology).
Assuming that producing one unit of any intermediate good j takes one unit of physical capital, we
dene the physical capital stock as the total amount of various types of intermediate goods produced in the
´
´
economy, K(t) = KL (t) + KH (t), with KL (t) = 0AL (t) XL (jL , t)djL and KH (t) = 0AH (t) XH (jH , t)djH ,
´ n̄
´1
where XL (jL , t) = 0 xL (n, jL , t)dn and XH (jH , t) = n̄ xH (n, jH , t)dn denote the demand faced by
intermediate-good producers (obtained from the expressions (4)). Total investment, Ż(t), in each period
t, is given by the sum of investment in physical capital, K̇(t), and investment in vertical, Rv,m (t), and
horizontal, Rh,m (t), R&D:
Ż(t) = K̇(t) + Rh,L (t) + Rh,H (t) + Rv,L (t) + Rv,H (t)

Following Thompson (2008) we consider that investments (both in physical and R&D capital) involve
an internal cost associated to the installation of new capital. Assuming zero capital depreciation, we
specify that installing I(t) = Ż(t) new units of total capital requires spending an amount given by
2
2
1 I(t)
J(t) = I(t) + 21 θ I(t)
Z(t) , where Z(t) is the total capital stock at t, 2 θ Z(t) represents the Hayashi's (1982)
internal installation cost, and θ denotes the adjustment cost parameter.
In every period t, rms choose their investment rate so as to maximize the present discounted value
of cash ows, and the current-value Hamiltonian for our optimal control problem is:
h
i
1 I(t)2
H(t) = Y (t) − I(t) − θ
+ q(t) I(t) − Ż(t)
2 Z(t)

where q(t) is the market value of capital. As we show later on, the output growth rate, g ≡ gY , is equal
I(t)
to the investment rate, that is g = gZ = Z(t)
. Then, from the FOC for an optimum we have:
2 This

results from the intermediate-good rms prot maximization problem.
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(7)

q(t) = 1 + θg

and the transversality condition limt→∞ exp(−rt)q(t)Z(t) = 0.
Expression (7) denes the market value of capital, q(t), in a BGP.
In each period t, an intermediate-good rm must decide on the optimal price and production quantity
of intermediate good to supply to the nal-good producers. Thus, in each t, a monopolistic H - or
L-technology intermediate-good producer maximizes its prots taking as given the previously derived
inverse demand curves (4) for its good:
max πm (jm , t) = pm (jm , t) · Xm (jm , t) − rq · Xm (jm , t), m = L, H,

Xm (jm ,t)

where rq (the interest rate times the market value of capital) denotes the production cost of one unit of
intermediate good j to supply to the nal-good rm n.
As previously mentioned, the FOCs yield pL (jL , t) = pH (jH , t) = p, which leads to the mark-up rule:
p=

rq
γ

(8)

Equation (8) implies that the price charged by intermediate-good producers for their dierentiated goods
is equal for all j and H(L)-technology sectors, i.e., it is sector-invariant. Moreover, in a BGP when r(t)
and q(t) are constant, the mark-up p = rq
γ (where γ is a parameter) is both sector- and time-invariant.
Next, using expressions (4) and (8), recalling that in any moment in time we have L =
´1
H = n H(n)dn, and normalizing prices such that:
1

1

PL (t) 1−α ≡ P (n, t) 1−α (1 − n),

1

1

PH (t) 1−α ≡ P (n, t) 1−α n ,

´n
0

L(n)dn and

(9)

we derive the total quantity that each H(L) -technology intermediate-good rm produces and sells, accounting for the threshold nal good n, and resulting prots:

Xm (jm , t) = M

αPm (t)
p

1
 1−α


λkm (jm ,t)

γ
 1−γ

Qm (t)ε

γ

 1−γ
1
Qm (t)ε
πm (t) = π0 M Pm (t) 1−α λkm (jm ,t)

with m = L, H and M = lL, hH , and where π0 ≡ (1 − γ)



rq
γ

α
− 1−α

(10)

α 1−α .
1

We can now proceed to the economy's R&D sector, where we derive the free-entry and dynamic
arbitrage conditions for horizontal and vertical R&D.

2.4 R&D Sector
We assume that intermediate-goods sector rms can choose between investing into either vertical or
horizontal R&D. By devoting their resources to vertical R&D, intermediate-good rms target qualitative
7

improvements of already existing intermediate-product lines, while in case of horizontal R&D they aim
at variety expansion, i.e. creating a new product line. We also assume that, contrarily to vertical R&D,
when the improved intermediate good will possess the highest quality in the given industry j , in case of
horizontal R&D the newly-created product line will be characterized by the average quality level in the
targeted intermediate-goods industry. We proceed by describing each R&D dimension's key features, and
then derive the vertical and horizontal innovation arbitrage conditions, as well as the consistency and the
inter-technology arbitrage conditions.

2.4.1 Vertical R&D free-entry and dynamic arbitrage conditions
In devoting resources to vertical R&D, each potential entrant seeks to improve the quality of an existent
intermediate good. As in standard quality-ladders models, the R&D technology used for developing
new designs is common for all intermediate-good rms, there is free entry into vertical R&D, and the
innovation arrival rate follows a Poisson process. Each newly developed design is protected by a patent
which grants the successful innovator exclusive rights over the use of improved quality. Since vertical
R&D is a standard creative destruction process, this Schumpeterian monopoly is temporary. However,
temporary exclusive rights over the top-quality intermediate good confer the successful innovator higher
prots for the duration of the patent, thus motivating investment in vertical R&D. On its turn, the
duration of the patent is determined by the instantaneous vertical-R&D arrival rate, which we denote by
i
(km ) = vertical innovation rate at time t, by rm i, in the intermediate-good industry jm , when the
Im
top quality is at km (jm , t) level. Aggregated across rms in jm , the instantaneous arrival rate of a new
quality improvement is given by:
Im (km ) = Rv,m (km ) ·

γ
1  −(km +1)  1−γ
· λ
· Q−ε
m
ς

(11)

where Rv,m (km ) denotes resources devoted to vertical R&D in jm ; ς is a constant
xed vertical-R&D
 γ
−(km +1) 1−γ
cost, assumed equal for both production technologies; and the term λ
· Q−ε
m accounts for the
adverse eect resulting from the increasing complexity of quality improvements, implying that research
becomes progressively more dicult with each new vertical innovation.3
The expected present value of an intermediate-good rm's prots from developing the km + 1 quality
level depends on the expected monopoly prots, given by (10), the market real interest rate, r(t), and the
duration of the monopoly position determined by the instantaneous arrival rate, Im (km ):


Vm (km + 1) = π0 M λ

(km +1)

ˆ∞
γ
 1−γ

1

Pm (s) 1−α · Qm (s) · e−

´s
t

[r(v)+Im (km (v))]dv

ds.

(12)

t

Assuming free-entry into vertical R&D, the dynamic zero-prot condition is:
3 The

assumption of complementarity between intermediate goods further adds to the progressive complexity of new
quality improvements, captured by the term Q−ε
m . Note that our complementarity specication implies that incentives for
discovering new goods would grow rapidly over time (more complements raise the values of new intermediate goods), thus
φ−1
leading to explosive growth. Therefore, as in Evans et al. (1998), ε ≡ 1−α
reects the osetting eect induced by a higher
cost for designing intermediate goods with a higher index, implying that the values for r and g are constant over time, and
allowing us to solve the model for a BGP equilibrium.
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(13)

Im (km ) · Vm (km + 1) = Rv,m (km )

To derive the vertical R&D arbitrage condition we time-dierentiate expression (13) with Vm (km + 1)
given by (12), bearing in mind Leibnitz's rule, which yields:
1
r(t) + Im (t) = (1 − γ) M
ς



rq
γ

α
− 1−α

1

(αPm (t)) 1−α + ε

Q̇m (t)
,
Qm (t)

(14)

where the rates of entry are symmetric across industries Im (t) = Im (km (jm , t)). Expression (14) represents
the vertical R&D arbitrage condition, from which the optimal vertical innovation rate can be derived.
After solving equation (11) for Rv,m (jm , t) = Rv,m (km ) and aggregating across industries jm , we
´
determine optimal total resources devoted to vertical R&D, Rv,m (t) = 0Am (t) Rv,m (jm , t) djm . As the
innovation rate is industry independent, then:
γ

Rv,m (t) = ζ · λ 1−γ · Im (t) · Qm (t)(+1) .

(15)

2.4.2 Horizontal R&D free-entry and dynamic arbitrage conditions
We derive the horizontal R&D free-entry and dynamic arbitrage condition following the same reasoning
as in the vertical R&D case. However, as we emphasized in the beginning of this section, contrarily to
the vertical R&D case, where each new successful innovation increases the quality of an existent good
γ
by λ 1−γ , a successful horizontal innovation, i.e. the newly created intermediate-good line, will possess
the average quality level of already existing varieties in the m -complementary intermediate-goods sector.
Therefore, before we proceed to the derivation of the horizontal R&D arbitrage condition, we need to
dene the average industry quality index and specify the variety expansion cost function.

Average quality index So far, in our model, we have been working with the

m -complementary

intermediate-goods sector aggregate quality index, Qm (t), dened by(6). However, recalling that we have
Am (t) m-complementary intermediate-goods sector industries, we can alternatively consider an average
industry quality index, which may be dened as follows:
Aˆm (t)

z(t) ≡

 γ
λkm (jm ,t) 1−γ
Qm (t)
djm ≡
Am (t)
Am (t)

0

The average industry quality level, z(t), will be considered in the derivation of the free-entry (prots and
expected value respectively) and arbitrage conditions for horizontal R&D.

Variety expansion production and cost functions The production function of new varieties of
intermediate goods by rm f , exhibiting constant returns to scale at rm level and involving a horizontal
innovation cost symmetric across all rms, is of the form:
˙
Afm (t) =

1
Rf (t)
ηm (t) h,m

9

where A˙fm (t) denotes the contribution of an individual rm to the total of new intermediate-good varieties
f
that are being created at time t; Rh,m
denotes the resources an intermediate-good rm devotes to creating
new product lines, and ηm (t) may be interpreted as the horizontal R&D entry cost (in units of nal good).
Then, aggregating across rms, total resources devoted to horizontal R&D are given by:
(16)

˙ m (t)
Rh,m (t) = ηm (t)A

Following Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004, Ch.4), let the horizontal R&D entry cost, ηm (t), be given by
ηm (t) = β1 Am (t)β2 , where β1 > 0 and β2 > 0 are the xed-ow cost and elasticity (can be also interpreted
as an entry barrier index) parameters respectively. Taking into account the average quality index dened
above and following a similar line of reasoning as in the vertical R&D case, the expected present value
from investing in variety expansion, Vm (z), is given by:
ˆ∞

1

Pm (s) 1−α · Qm (s) · e−

0

Vm (z) = π M · z(t)

´s
t

[r(v)−I(z(v))]dv

ds

t

Then, analogously to the vertical R&D case, the free-entry condition for horizontal R&D is A˙m (t)·Vm (z) =
˙ m (t), which by (16) implies Vm (z) = ηm (t). Time-dierentiating the latter yields the horizontal
ηm (t)A
R&D arbitrage condition:
r(t) + I(t) =

π̄m (t)
ηm (t)

(17)

where π̄m (t) = π0 M Pm (t) 1−α z̄(t)Qm (t)ε .
1

2.4.3 Consistency and inter-technology arbitrage conditions
Using the above derived vertical and horizontal R&D arbitrage conditions given by equations (14) and
(17) respectively, we can now derive the consistency arbitrage condition, by equating the eective rate of
return, r(t)+I(t), for both R&D dimensions for m = L, H in every t. The consistency arbitrage condition
reects the idea that, in equilibrium, the competitive capital market is equally willing to nance R&D in
either variety expansion or quality improvement. Thus, using equations (14) and (17) and recalling the
m (t)
above expressions for π̄m (t), z(t) ≡ Q
Am (t) , ηm (t) and π0 , the consistency arbitrage condition is:
Qm (t)(ε+1)
1
Q˙m (t)
= +ε
1
ηm (t) · Am (t)
ς
Qm (t) · π0 M · Pm (t) 1−α

(18)

For the case of vertical R&D we can also derive an inter-technology arbitrage condition, dening a
situation of indierence between innovating in L- or H-technology intermediate-goods sector. We do that
by simply equating the eective rate of return for each m = L, H in (14), which yields:

1
1
π0 
IH (t) − IL (t) =
hHPH (t) 1−α − lLPL (t) 1−α + ε
ς
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Q˙H (t) Q˙L (t)
−
QH (t) QL (t)

!

(19)

3 General equilibrium
In this section we derive the general equilibrium and characterize the interior BGP. We specically discuss
the steady-state values for the economy's equilibrium growth rates, technological-knowledge bias, threshold
nal good, skill premium and nal-good prices.
In a BGP equilibrium we must have that aggregate macroeconomic variables = output, consumption,
intermediate goods and resources spent on R&D = all grow at a constant rate: gY = gC = gX = gR = g .
Similarly, in a BGP, aggregate quality indices for both m -type technologies grow at the same constant
rate, i.e. gQL = gQH . Consequently, in equilibrium we have:
a constant interest rate, which implies a constant equilibrium rate of successful vertical R&D for
both m -type technologies;
Q
(ii) a constant technological-knowledge bias, QH , which on its turn implies constant levels for the
L
H
threshold nal good, n, nal-good prices, PL and PH , and skill premium, W = W
WL ;
(iii) a steady-state linear relationship between aggregate output and aggregate quality index growth
rates, and between vertical and horizontal R&D growth rates.
(i)

Let us start by deriving the equilibrium values (for a given technological-knowledge bias) for the
threshold nal good, n, nal-good prices, PH and PL , and wages paid to skilled and unskilled labour, WH
and WL .
Given that the existence of an endogenous threshold reects the idea that the production of nal
goods n ∈ [0, n] is more ecient using L-technology, and of nal goods n ∈ [n, 1] is more ecient using
H-technology, we can rewrite expression (5) as:
 
 α

 αP (n,t) 1−α (1 − n)lL(n)QL (t)(ε+1) , f or n ∈ [0, n]
p
Y (n, t) =

 α

αP
(n,t) 1−α

nhH(n)QH (t)(ε+1) , f or n ∈ [n, 1]

(20)

p

By perfect competition assumption, it must be true that for n the L- and the H - technology rms
must break even. Then, using expression (20), rewriting price normalization (9), and normalizing labour
H
such that L(n) = Ln , H(n) = 1−n
, we can derive the endogenous nal-good price ratio as a function of
H
n, and an endogenous relationship between nal-good price ratio, PPHL , technological-knowledge bias, Q
QL ,
and threshold nal good, n:


1−n
=
n



PH
PL

PH
PL

1
 1−α

=

1
 1−α

hH
lL

n
1−n


QH (t)
QL (t)

(21)
(ε+1)

(22)

Expression (21) reects the idea that in the production of the nal good n = n, in each t both a rm
that uses L-technology and a rm that uses H-technology should break even. Combining expressions (21)
and (22), we can endogenously derive the threshold nal good n:
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n = 1 +

hH
·
lL



QH (t)
QL (t)

(ε+1) ! 12

−1


(23)

In order to obtain the nal-good prices, PL and PH , we use our expression (3) for normalized (following Acemoglu and Zilibotti, 2001) aggregate output, which, combined with price normalization (9) and
equations (21) and (23), after some algebra yields:
PH = exp(−(1 − α)) · (1 − n)−(1−α)
PL = exp(−(1 − α)) · n−(1−α)

(24)

Finally, assuming that the wage per unit of m-type labour equals its marginal product, we use the
´
´1
production function (20) aggregated across n (keeping in mind that 0n(t) L(n)dn = L and n(t)
H(n)dn =
H hold at any moment t) to derive the skilled and unskilled labour wages:

  α
1

 YH (t) = α 1−α hHP 1−α QH (t)(ε+1)
H
p
Y (t) = YL (t) + YH (t), where
  α
1

 YL (t) = α 1−α lLPL1−α QL (t)(ε+1)
p
WH =
WL =

∂YH
∂H
∂YL
∂L

=
=

α

α 1−α
R
 α
α 1−α
R



(25)

1

hPH1−α QH (t)(ε+1)
1

lPL1−α QL (t)(ε+1)

(26)

The skill premium, W , our wage inequality measure, is then given by the ratio of skilled to unskilled
labour wages from (26):
WH
h
W =
=
WL
l

where ε + 1 =

φ−α
1−α



PH
PL

1

 1−α

QH (t)
QL (t)

(ε+1)

(27)

.

Also, using expressions (3), (20) and (23), we can dene equilibrium aggregate output (as a function
of aggregate technological-knowledge indexes) as:
Y (t) = exp−1



αγ
rq

α
 1−α


lLQL (t)(ε+1)

 12


 21 2
+ hHQH (t)(ε+1)

(28)

We have derived the equilibrium values for nal-good prices as functions of the threshold nal good,
which on its turn was derived as a function of the endogenous technological-knowledge bias, while equilibrium skill premium is a function of both price ratio and technological-knowledge bias.
To complete our derivationof the
∗ steady-state equilibrium, we now turn to deriving the steady-state
QH
technological-knowledge bias, QL , which will allow us to fully specify the equilibrium threshold nal
good, n∗ , nal-good prices, PL∗ and PH∗ , and skill premium, W ∗ .
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3.1 Equilibrium technological-knowledge bias,



QH
QL

∗

Recalling our inter-technology arbitrage condition (19) and keeping in mind that in steady state we must
have gQL = gQH and IL = IH , we can derive the equilibrium price ratio as a function of labour endowments
and absolute productivity parameters:


PH
PL

1
 1−α


=

lL
hH



(29)

Combining this with expressions (21) and (23), after some algebra we obtain:


QH
QL

∗


=

hH
lL

1−α
 φ−α

(30)


∗

Expression (30) denes the equilibrium technological-knowledge bias QQHL in particular as a function
of the relative labour endowment, HL . This is a common result in the SBTC literature, reecting the
endogeneity of the skill-bias of newly adopted technologies. In fact, recalling expression (14) we can
see that labour endowments inuence the direction of technological-knowledge development through two
channels. On the one hand, the market-size channel, acting through H (L), increases the probability of
H(L) -technology R&D, since an increase in the labour supply broadens the market for the respective
technology type. On the other hand, the price channel, acting through Pm , reduces the probability of
H(L) -technology R&D, given that the structure of labour endowments favours developing technologies
that save the relatively scarce type of labour, since the prices for the nal goods that they produce will
be higher. Expression (30) shows that the market-size eect dominates the price-channel eect, since
technological-knowledge bias is increasing in the relative skilled-labour supply. Acemoglu (2009, Ch. 15)
refers to this result as a weak equilibrium (relative) bias, implying that an increase in the relative supply
of a factor = in our case the relative supply of H = always induces technological-knowledge
that

change
∗
QH
is biased in favour of this factor. Additionally, as expression (30) shows, in equilibrium QL is directly
aected by the complementarity degree, φ. This result will be analyzed in more detail in our discussion
on steady-state eects.
Using equation (30) we can now complete the derivation of equilibrium threshold nal good, nal-good
prices and skill premium, previously calculated for a given technological-knowledge bias.

3.2 Steady-state equilibrium threshold nal good, nal-good prices, and skill
premium
Threshold nal good, n. The steady-state equilibrium value for the threshold nal good n is derived

by substituting (30) in (23), which gives us:



−1
hH
n∗ = 1 +
lL

(31)

From expression (31), the equilibrium threshold nal good, n, is decreasing in the relative labour
endowment, and consequently it is decreasing in the technological-knowledge bias. Once again, this result
is consistent with the SBTC literature. Namely, when technological knowledge is skill-biased (there is a
large relative supply of H ), the fraction of industries using H-technology is large and so n is small.
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Final-good prices,

PL and PH . Next, we can complete the derivation of the equilibrium nal-good
prices, PL and PH , by substituting (31) in equations (24), which yields:
−(α−1)
lL
hH

hH −(α−1)
lL


∗
PH
= exp(α−1) · 1 +

PL∗ = exp(α−1) · 1 +

(32)

Here again, the result we obtain regarding prices is consistent with the SBTC literature = when
technological knowledge is skill-biased, n∗ is small and equations (32) verify the relation PL∗ > PH∗ . As we
have previously mentioned, this is what the price-channel eect supposes.

Skill premium, W . Using equation (29) in (27), our expression for skill premium becomes:
W =

L
H



QH (t)
QL (t)

(ε+1)

(33)

Expression (33) illustrates the two mechanisms through which changes in relative labour endowments
inuence the skill premium in equilibrium. Initially, an increase in the supply of the H factor reduces the
skill premium, which is consistent with the basic producer theory, i.e. increasing supply reduces prices.
This immediate eect is followed by a change in the opposite direction induced through the technologicalknowledge bias (as mentioned above, technological-knowledge bias increases as a result of a higher supply
of H , because the market-size eect dominates the price-channel eect). If the technological-knowledge
bias eect on W outweighs the initial supply eect, then, as is the case in most SBTC models, a positive
cumulative eect on W is veried. Acemoglu (2009, Ch.15) refers to this result as the strong equilibrium
(relative) bias, implying that a greater relative supply of a factor causes suciently strong technologicalknowledge change as to make the resulting relative price of this (more abundant) factor increase. In
equilibrium however, this result does not verify in our model. In particular, substituting the above
derived expressions (30) in (33) we get:
W∗ =

L
H



hH
lL


=

h
l

(34)

Thus, our steady-state skill premium, W ∗ , does not depend on relative labour endowments, HL , because
the two above referred mechanisms exactly oset each other. Following Acemoglu (2009, Ch.15), we
attribute this result to the eect of elasticity of substitution between technologies in the production
function. More specically, in the absence of state dependence, an elasticity of substitution higher than
2 is required to ensure an overall positive eect on W .4 Recalling our expression (28), we can see that
this condition is not veried in our case, since our aggregate output is characterized by constant elasticity
of substitution between H- and L- technologies equal to 2. Although appearing in line with the existing
empirical evidence (as referred by Acemoglu (2009, Ch.15), in the context of substitution between skilled
and unskilled workers an elasticity of substitution close to 2 is most probable), this specic feature of
our aggregate output function implies that the market-size eect can not create suciently powerful
4 State dependence implies that, to achieve sustained growth, factors allocated to R&D need to become more and more
productive over time, because of spillovers from past research (the path of past innovations aects the relative costs of
dierent types of innovations). According to Acemoglu (2009, Ch.15), an elasticity of substitution greater than 2 is not
always crucial for obtaining the strong equilibrium (relative) bias. Provided a directed technological change model with
knowledge spillovers and state dependence, the result of upward-sloping relative demand curves requires that the elasticity
of substitution be higher than a certain threshold (determined by the state dependence parameter).
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technological-knowledge change as to induce an increase in the relative marginal product, and thus in
the relative price, of the factor that has become more abundant. Consequently, the strong equilibrium
(relative) bias is not veried in our case.
As expression (34) shows, in our case the steady-state skill premium is determined solely by the productivity advantage ratio of skilled to unskilled labour, hl . Although the role of hl is fairly intuitive, since
workers' productivity has a direct positive impact on wages and consequently on the skill premium, the
result that it is the only determinant of equilibrium skill premium deserves a more thorough investigation.

3.3 Equilibrium growth rate and industrial structure
Here, we derive the BGP growth rates for aggregate output and vertical and horizontal R&D, and specify
our measure of industrial structure.

Growth rate

The equilibrium growth rate of aggregate output can be derived log-dierentiating
expression (25) for each m -technology, which gives us:
(35)

g = (1 + ε)gQm

Also, from our consistency arbitrage condition (18), a balanced-path relationship between vertical
and horizontal R&D growth rates can be dened, keeping in mind that in a BGP the right-hand side
(1+ε)
of expression (18) is constant. Log-dierentiating equation (18) yields: gAm = (1+β
gQm , implying
2)
that variety expansion is sustained by endogenous technological-knowledge accumulation. In particular,
expected higher prots from increased intermediate-good quality generated by vertical R&D make it
attractive for intermediate-good rms to invest in variety expansion, despite the negative spillovers in
horizontal entry (entry cost increases with the number of newly created product lines). Thus, regarding
our view that economic growth proceeds both along an intensive and an extensive margin, the derived
balanced-path relationship between vertical and horizontal R&D growth rates together with equation
(35), imply that vertical innovation drives economic growth, in the sense that it sustains both variety
expansion and aggregate output growth.
Next, using expressions (6), assuming Qm (t) deterministic and recalling the above dened average
γ
industry quality level, we can also dene the aggregate quality index growth rate as: gQm = Im (λ 1−γ −
1) + gAm , which is positive if Im > 0 (with Im derived from (14)). Then, using the above dened relations
we can now complete the derivation of the economy's equilibrium aggregate quality index, gQm , and
output growth rates, g . In particular, keeping in mind that both r and q are functions of g ,5 we obtain
the following implicit expressions for the optimal growth rates gQm and g :
gQm = ψλ

γ
1−γ

g = (1 + ε) ψλ



γ
1−γ

λ

γ
1−γ



λ

α
 − 1−α

1
rq
1
−1
(1 − γ)M
(αPm ) 1−α − r
γ
ς

γ
1−γ

−1




(1 − γ)M

5 Recalling

rq
γ

α
− 1−α

(αPm )

1
1−α

!

1
−r
ς

(36)
!

(37)

our consumption and investment optimization problems for the equilibrium interest rate and market capital
values as functions of equilibrium growth rate, given by (1) and (7) respectively.
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where ψ ≡

γ

β2 +1

γ

(β2 +1)ελ 1−γ (1−λ 1−γ )−β2 +ε

, and both r and q are functions of g : r = gσ + ρ and q = 1 + θg .

Regarding equations (36) and (37), it is important to emphasize the following. Given that, apart
from the production of intermediate goods further supplied to the nal-good rms, intermediate-good
producers also decide on the amount of R&D expenditures, if equation (36) veried gQm < 0, intermediategood rms would have no incentives to invest in vertical R&D. Consequently, there would be no quality
improvements of intermediate goods over time, i.e. gQm would be zero, which by equation (35) would lead
to g = 0. Therefore, equations (36) and (37) are assumed to verify gQm ≥ 0 and (by consequence) g ≥ 0
respectively.6
Following from the above discussion on the equilibrium growth rate and recalling equations (18), (15)
and (16), we can see that in BGP Ym , Rv,m and Rh,m all grow with Q+1
m . Then, from the aggregate
resource constraint, Y = C + K̇L + K̇H + Rv,L + Rv,H + Rh,L + Rh,H , it can be shown that in BGP C and
K̇m also grow with Q+1
m . Thus, the physical and R&D capital stocks that result from K̇m , Rv,m and Rh,m
must also grow with Q+1
m , and hence the total capital stock Z , which is a linear combination of physical
and R&D capital. It follows from here that gZ = gY , as considered in our derivations in Subsection 2.3
above.

Industrial structure Recalling that, in alternative to vertical R&D, intermediate-good rms can also

invest in horizontal R&D, i.e. creation of new product lines in each m -type sector, we associate the latter
to industrial structure and correspondingly dene it by the aggregate variety indexes ratio, AAHL .7 This
ratio can be endogenously derived from the consistency arbitrage condition (18) and accounting for our
horizontal R&D cost function specication:


AH
AL




=

QH
QL

 (βε+1
+1)



2



ς −1 + εgQH π 0 hH

−1
−1

ς −1 + εgQL (π 0 lL)

−

1

PH 1−α
1
− 1−α

− (β 1+1)
2



(38)

PL

Recalling the derived expression for steady-state nal-good prices, and the fact that in steady state
aggregate quality indexes for both m -type technologies grow at the same constant rate, the component
with exponent − (β21+1) becomes equal to 1. Thus, industrial structure is determined by technologicalknowledge bias, adjusted by the elasticity parameter β2 (from horizontal R&D cost function). Then,
taking into account equation (30), the above derived expression for the steady-state industrial structure
becomes:


AH
AL

∗


=

hH
lL

 (β 1+1)
2

(39)

6 As regards the vertical R&D optimal growth rate, it is easy to see that replacing in equation (36) M and P for each
m
-type technology (with Pm given by equation (32)), in steady state aggregate quality indexes for both m -type technologies
grow at the same constant rate, i.e. gQL = gQH .
7 Note that in the sense that the endogenous threshold nal good, n, determines when the switch from one technology to
another becomes advantageous, it can be also regarded as an alternative measure of nal goods production structure.
m
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4 Steady-state eects: comparative analysis
In this section we analyze the steady-state
eects on equilibrium aggregate outputgrowth
∗
∗ rate, g ,
QH
AH
∗
technological-knowledge bias, QL , skill premium, W , and industrial structure, AL . In particular, we assess the impact of an increase in the complementarity degree, φ, internal investment costs,
θ, and skilled-labour supply, H .

4.1 Steady-state eects on equilibrium growth rate, g
Eects of an increase in complementarity between intermediate goods, 4φ. One of the basic

assumptions of our model is the feature of complementarity between intermediate goods in production,
reecting the idea that having more of one type of good raises the marginal productivity of the others. Let
us see what happens to the economy's equilibrium growth rate if the degree of complementarity intensies.
In order to assess the eects of an increase in
the complementarity degree parameter, φ, we use the
∂F
∂g
β2 +1
∂φ
Implicit Function Theorem to derive ∂φ = − ∂F . Recalling that ψ ≡
and
γ
γ
1−γ
1−γ
(β2 +1)ελ

∂g

ε≡

φ−1
1−α

and dening:
F (·) ≡ g − ψ (1 + ε) λ

γ
1−γ



λ

γ
1−γ

−1




(1 − γ)M

rq
γ

α
− 1−α

(αPm )

1
1−α

(1−λ

1
− r(t)
ς

)−β2 +ε

!
=0

then, taking the corresponding partial derivatives we have:
∂F
=
∂g



 γ
γ
− 1
α
1 + ψ (1 + ε) λ 1−γ λ 1−γ − 1 1−α
(gσ + ρ) 1−α ·


1
α
− α
· (1 − γ)M γ 1−α (αPm ) 1−α 1ς (1 + θg) 1−α [(gσ + ρ) (1 + θg) θ + σ] − σ > 0
0

In ∂F
∂φ the derivative of the relevant product, [ψ (1 + ε)]φ , is positive and plugged in the initial expression yields:
∂F
= −
∂φ



1
1−α ψ

 γ
· λ 1−γ

∂F




γ
γ
(β2 +1)λ 1−γ (λ 1−γ −1)−1
1 + (φ − α)
·
γ
γ
(β2 +1)λ 1−γ (1−λ 1−γ )ε−β2 +ε

α

 − 1−α
1
− 1 (1 − γ)M rq
(αPm ) 1−α 1ς − r(t) < 0
γ

∂F

∂g
∂g
∂φ
∂φ
Thus, we have ∂F
= −
it follows that ∂φ
> 0. We can therefore conclude
+ < 0, and by ∂φ = − ∂F
∂g
∂g
that an increase in the degree of complementarity between intermediate goods in production positively
aects the economy's equilibrium growth rate. The intuition behind this result is fairly simple. When
intermediate goods used in production are complements, an increased quantity of some goods raises the
marginal productivity of the others.8 This implies that, at constant prices, the quantity demanded goes
up, production increases and output grows faster than it would otherwise. Thus, as we have shown, an
increase in the complementarity degree induces an increase in the economy's aggregate output growth

8 In this sense, the eect of complementarities between intermediate goods in production is equivalent to increasing
returns.
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rate.

Eects of an increase in internal investment costs, 4θ. Analogously to the previous case, we take
the partial derivatives of F (·) to determine the sign of

∂g
∂θ

∂F

∂θ
= − ∂F
:
∂g


 γ
 α 
1
γ
α
α
∂F
1
− 1
− 1−α
1−α
1−γ
1−γ
= ψ (1 + ε) λ
λ
(1 − γ)M r
(1 + θg) 1−α g > 0
−1
γ 1−α (αPm )
∂θ
1−α
ς
∂F

∂F

∂g
∂θ
∂θ
Recalling that ∂F
= +
it follows that ∂g
∂g > 0, we have ∂F
+ > 0, and by ∂θ = − ∂F
∂θ < 0. Thus, we can
∂g
∂g
conclude that aggregate output growth is negatively aected by internal investment costs, an increase in
which decreases the economy's equilibrium growth rate. The explanation for this result steams directly
from the internal investment costs theory. In particular, accounting for capital installation costs in their
optimization problem, rms control their rate of investment (not the capital stock) in each t. Consequently,
when internal investment costs increase, i.e. installing new capital becomes more expensive, rms will
tend to reduce investment. This will reduce production of intermediate goods, leading to a slowdown in
the economy's aggregate output growth.

Eects of an increase in skilled-labour supply,
Theorem to calculate

∂g
∂H

=−

∂F
∂H
∂F
∂g

:

4H . Here again, we apply the Implicit Function

α
 − 1−α

 γ
γ
1
∂F
rq
1
= −ψ (1 + ε) λ 1−γ λ 1−γ − 1 (1 − γ)α 1−α h
exp−1 < 0
∂H
γ
ς

∂F

∂F

∂g
∂g
∂H
∂H
Again, recalling that ∂F
=−
it follows that ∂H
> 0. Thus,
∂g > 0, we have ∂F
+ < 0 and by ∂H = − ∂F
∂g
∂g
an increase in the skilled-labour supply has a positive eect on output growth rate in steady state due
to the market-size channel: an increase in H raises the steady-state vertical innovation probability, thus
accelerating the rate of technological-knowledge progress and growth.

4.2 Steady-state eects on equilibrium technological-knowledge bias,



QH
QL

∗

.

As regards technological-knowledge bias, we analyze the eects of complementarity and relative labour
supply variations; the eects of costly investment can not be directly assessed.

Eects of an increase in complementarity between intermediate goods,

4φ.
Recalling expression (30), the eect of complementarity degree on equilibrium technological-knowledge bias can be
directly assessed. In particular, taking the derivative of QQHL with respect to φ we have:



QH
QL

"

∗ 
=

hH
lL

0
1−α #
 φ−α


=

φ

hH
lL

1−α
 φ−α


ln

hH
lL


−

!

1−α
2

(φ − α)

<0

Thus, an increase in the degree of complementarity between intermediate goods in production reduces
technological-knowledge bias. We emphasize that this result is due to a specic economic mechanism
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that relates the threshold nal good and the technological-knowledge bias through the price-channel
eect. In particular, recalling our expression (23), which denes the threshold nal good as a decreasing
φ−1
function of technological-knowledge bias, and also recalling that ε ≡ 1−α
, we can see that an increase in
the complementarity degree φ increases ε, which on its turn increases the negative eect of QQHL on the
threhold nal good n. As previously noted, a lower threshold value implies that there are more nal goods
produced with H-technology. Once they become more abundant, their market price, PH , decreases. This
reduces nal-good rms' economic motivation for their production, and results in a lower demand for the
corresponding type of labour, i.e. skilled labour. Consequently, the dimensions of skill-biased technological
change are reduces, and so is the technological-knowledge bias. In sum, variations in the complementarity
degree inuence n, which in turn aects technological-knowledge bias via the price-channel eect.

Eects of an increase in internal investment costs,

4θ. As it can be seen from expression (30),
equilibrium technological-knowledge bias does not depend on the internal investment costs parameter, θ,
for the same reason that we will refer for the equilibrium skill premium, in Section 4.3.

Eects of an increase in skilled-labour supply, 4H . As the SBTC literature predicts, an increase

in the skilled-labour supply has a positive eect on technological-knowledge bias, also veried in our case:


QH
QL

"

∗ 
=

hH
lL

0
1−α #
 φ−α


=

H

1−α
φ−α



h
lL



hH
lL

1−φ
 φ−α

>0

That is, increasing the supply of skilled workers induces technological-knowledge change biased in
favour of skilled labour, as it was shown in our discussion on general equilibrium.

4.3 Steady-state eects on equilibrium skill premium, W ∗
Eects of an increase in complementarity degree, 4φ, internal investment costs, 4θ, and
skilled-labour supply, 4H . Recalling our expression (34), we can see that neither complementarities

nor investment costs have a direct eect on W ∗ . In particular, the costly investment parameter, θ, does
not explicitly enter our equilibrium skill premium equation, which is due to its implicit equitable eects
on both available technologies, and consequently on the derived skilled and unskilled labour prices, thus
canceling out in the relative factor price calculation. As regards the eect of an increase in the skilledlabour supply, it has no impact on equilibrium skill premium because of the osetting of the initial supply,
price-channel eect and market-size eect, as already discussed in Section 3.2. For the same reason, the
complementarity degree parameter, φ, does not aect the skill premium in equilibrium.

4.4 Steady-state eects on equilibrium industrial structure,



AH
AL

∗

Eects of an increase in complementarity degree, 4φ, and in internal investment costs, 4θ.

As expression (39)illustrates,
complementarities and costly investment do not aect the steady-state
∗
AH
industrial structure AL for the same reasons as referred for the case of equilibrium skill premium.
In particular, due to its implicit equitable eects on both available technologies, the eect of internal
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investment costs cancels out, as does the eect of complementarities induced through the aggregate
quality index growth rates for each m -type technology, gQH and gQL (see equations (36), (38) and (39)).

Eects of an increase in skilled-labour supply, 4H . Taking the partial derivative of

respect to H we have:

∂



AH
AL

∂H

∗
1
=
(β2 + 1)



hH
lL

2
− (β β+1)
2



AH
AL

∗

with

h
>0
lL

Thus, we can conclude that an increase in the skilled-labour supply biases industrial structure in favour
of the H -technology sector.

5 Conclusions
In this work, we have developed an extended directed technological change model and studied the growth
rate, technological-knowledge bias, industrial structure and skill-premium behaviour in a framework of
R&D driven growth, complementarities between intermediate goods in production, and internal investment costs. We have found that equilibrium output growth rate is aected both by complementarities
and internal investment costs. We have also found that the complementarity degree directly inuences
technological-knowledge bias in equilibrium, and dened the underlying mechanism; and we have determined that neither of the two elements have a direct impact on steady-state skill premium and industrial
structure. We have also shown that while in the proposed framework the Acemoglu's (2009) weak equilibrium (relative) bias is veried, i.e. technological-knowledge is biased in favour of the more abundant skilled
labour, the strong equilibrium (relative) bias is not veried because the resulting technological-knowledge
change is not strong enough as to induce an increase in the skill premium. This is particularlydue to our
model's aggregate production function with a constant elasticity of substitution equal to 2, implying that
labour endowments do not inuence the steady-state skill premium, which is determined solely by the
absolute productivities of skilled and unskilled labour.
We have also performed an analysis of the steady-state eects of an increase in complementarity degree,
internal investment costs and skilled-labour supply on our model's key variables. As regards the steadystate eects on growth rate, we have found that it is positively inuenced by both complementarities and
skilled-labour endowments, and negatively by internal investment costs. We have also found that while
in line with the SBTC literature an increase in skilled-labour supply has a positive eect on equilibrium
technological-knowledge bias, an increase in the complementarity degree reduces it via the price channel,
and neither of these two parameters inuence the skill premium, because the initial supply, price-channel
and market-size eect exactly oset each other. On its turn, an increase in internal investment costs
aects neither the technological-knowledge bias nor the skill premium, due to its implicit equitable eects
on both available technologies.
Finally, we believe that there are several topics that would be interesting to consider for future research.
Our model generates a number of results that call for empirical conrmation, namely, those referred in
our steady-state analysis. Furthermore, the result that equilibrium skill premium depends solely on
the productivity advantage of skilled over unskilled labour deserves a more thorough investigation. In
particular, given that, having a direct impact on workers productivity, skills both increase the capacity to
20

innovate and apply new ideas, and stimulate technological development, it is plausible that the absolute
productivity advantages of skilled and unskilled workers are related to technological-knowledge bias and
labour supply. Therefore, a challenging task would be to endogenize the productivity parameters in the
framework of a SBTC model.
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